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At junction (C), cross road and to the left of a 
bungalow pass through a gate signed Avon Valley 
Path [AVP]. Follow path past sailing club taking 
AVP to left. Continue, eventually you will see a 
seat, over looking the lake, commemorating the 
Silver Jubilee of the Ringwood and Fordingbridge
Footpath Society, 1974 to 1999.
At the end of this path, go through kissing gate, 
turn right into Snails Lane and left continuing on 
AVP.
On reaching a path junction, leave the AVP which 
goes right, take the path to the left for about 100 
metres. Turn right over footbridge, then signed car
park, continue straight ahead to open ground, 
looking slightly right you will see the green pole 
thus returning you to car park. 
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      Take the left exit at the far end of car park by 
green council sign. Look ahead to see green pole 
where you turn left onto a wide grass path which 
bears to the right. Where path divides take left fork,
though trees, until you see finger post signed left to
Bridge and Foot Path, cross bridge and turn right. 
Continue on this path with stream on right and 
lake, which will come into view, on left, pass 
Linbrook Lake RDAA sign to reach road. [This is a
bad corner for traffic!] 
You will see alms houses opposite, cross road 
keeping left, signed ‘dead end’, and by letter box 
on right turn right across footbridge, go through the
kissing gate which is in front of you. Follow 
direction of finger post slightly left, across field to 
a gate, still bearing half left and uphill to corner of 
field to old kissing gate. Go through and turn right, 
then left onto road, proceed uphill. 
At the top of the hill, pass Linlea Croft, turn 
immediately left at finger post (A). Follow this 
path over stile, downhill across field to second 
stile, turn left by stream, over foot bridge and stile 
to field. Cross field to stile coming out onto lane 
turn right. Continue on this lane for about 1 km.
After crossing cattle grid take the gravel track to 
the left passing letter box, keep straight ahead. 
Continue past stable block, house and turning to 
Mount Farm on right, proceed uphill. On reaching 
crossing tracks ignore turns immediately left and 
right, go ahead then take the left fork. On seeing 
boundary fence of Chatley Wood House (B), keep 
left at division of gravel track and follow path left, 
through trees, parallel to fence for some 150 
metres; when the path suddenly descends turn left 
and follow the ridge around the hillside. [Admire 
the view across Blashford Lakes, Avon Valley with 
Dorset in the far distance] After some 50 metres 
follow the path steeply downhill cross dip to the 

path, turn right through trees, continue on path 
passing through gate onto lane, turn right. Follow 
this lane for some five minutes until reaching cross 
roads junction ©

Here, you have a choice, if refreshment is required
turn right for about 100 metres and Alice Lisle Inn
is on the left.[you are about 20 minutes from the 
car park]   OR…………
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